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Abstract. A frequently cited atmospheric CO2 threshold for

the onset of Antarctic glaciation of ∼ 780 ppmv is based

on the study of DeConto and Pollard (2003) using an

ice sheet model and the GENESIS climate model. Proxy

records suggest that atmospheric CO2 concentrations passed

through this threshold across the Eocene–Oligocene tran-

sition ∼ 34 Ma. However, atmospheric CO2 concentrations

may have been close to this threshold earlier than this tran-

sition, which is used by some to suggest the possibility of

Antarctic ice sheets during the Eocene. Here we investigate

the climate model dependency of the threshold for Antarc-

tic glaciation by performing offline ice sheet model sim-

ulations using the climate from 7 different climate mod-

els with Eocene boundary conditions (HadCM3L, CCSM3,

CESM1.0, GENESIS, FAMOUS, ECHAM5 and GISS_ER).

These climate simulations are sourced from a number of

independent studies, and as such the boundary conditions,

which are poorly constrained during the Eocene, are not iden-

tical between simulations. The results of this study suggest

that the atmospheric CO2 threshold for Antarctic glaciation

is highly dependent on the climate model used and the cli-

mate model configuration. A large discrepancy between the

climate model and ice sheet model grids for some simula-

tions leads to a strong sensitivity to the lapse rate parameter.

1 Introduction

The first continental-scale Antarctic ice sheet formed

during the Eocene–Oligocene transition (EOT) ∼ 34 Ma

(Zachos et al., 2001). The extent of Antarctic glaciation prior

to this event is disputed (e.g. Miller et al., 2005; Barker et al.,

2007b; Gasson et al., 2012). Although various explanations

for the cause of Antarctic glaciation have been suggested,

such as the formation of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current

due to the opening of ocean gateways (e.g. Kennett, 1977;

Barker et al., 2007a), arguably the leading hypothesis at

present is that Antarctic glaciation was caused by decreasing

atmospheric CO2 concentrations coupled with a favourable

astronomical configuration (DeConto and Pollard, 2003).

This hypothesis is supported by both ice sheet modelling and

climate modelling studies (DeConto and Pollard, 2003; Hu-

ber et al., 2004), and proxy records for atmospheric CO2 (Pa-

gani et al., 2005, 2011; Pearson et al., 2009). A commonly

cited threshold for Antarctic glaciation of 2.8× pre-industrial

CO2 concentration (PIC) (∼ 780 ppmv) is based on the mod-

elling study of DeConto and Pollard (2003), who used an ice

sheet model asynchronously coupled to the GENESIS cli-

mate model. Proxy records of atmospheric CO2 suggest that

this threshold of 2.8 × PIC may have been crossed at times

earlier than the EOT (Beerling and Royer, 2011), raising the

possibility of glaciation earlier than this event, during the

Eocene (Miller et al., 2008). Although other modelling stud-

ies have also simulated Antarctic glaciation (e.g. Huybrechts,
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1993; Langebroek et al., 2009), with the study of Langebroek

et al. (2009) suggesting a threshold of ∼ 2.2 × PIC, there has

been limited work investigating to what extent the glacial

CO2 threshold is dependent on the climate model used. Here

we perform offline ice sheet model (ISM) simulations using

the climatology from a variety of GCMs (general circulation

models), including the GENESIS GCM used by DeConto

and Pollard (2003), to investigate the model dependence of

the atmospheric CO2 threshold for Antarctic glaciation.

The basis for this inter-model comparison is the EoMIP

(Eocene Modelling Intercomparison Project) (Lunt et al.,

2012), which collated a number of pre-existing Eocene GCM

simulations (Heinemann et al., 2009; Roberts et al., 2009;

Lunt et al., 2010; Winguth et al., 2010; Huber and Caballero,

2011). This was an informal inter-model comparison because

it was based on a number of independent studies, as a re-

sult the GCMs were not set up with identical boundary con-

ditions (such as the astronomical configuration and palaeo-

geography). Although this precludes a direct assessment of

model dependency, it is arguably more faithful to the true un-

certainties associated with modelling this period, which has

poorly constrained boundary conditions (Lunt et al., 2012).

In addition to the EoMIP simulations, we use Eocene simu-

lations from GENESIS, CESM1.0 (Goldner et al., 2013) and

FAMOUS (Sagoo et al., 2013). The aims of this paper are

to perform ISM simulations using the climate output from a

variety of climate models (HadCM3L, CCSM3, CESM1.0,

GENESIS, FAMOUS, ECHAM5 and GISS_ER), compare

these results with existing modelling studies, and to diag-

nose potential differences between the climate simulations

used and sensitivity of Antarctic ice sheet growth to the back-

ground mean climate states.

2 Methods

2.1 Ice sheet model description

We use the Glimmer ISM in this paper. The mechanics

of this model are documented in Rutt et al. (2009). Glim-

mer follows the conventions of a number of previous ISMs

(e.g. Huybrechts, 1993; Abe-Ouchi and Blatter, 1993; Ritz

et al., 1996; DeConto and Pollard, 2003). It makes use of

the shallow ice approximation (SIA), a simplification of the

ice sheet physics that significantly reduces computational ex-

pense (Hutter, 1983). Although higher-order and full Stokes

ice sheet models exist (e.g. Morlighem et al., 2010; Seddik

et al., 2012), their computational expense currently prohibits

their use for the very long duration (104–105 year) ice sheet

equilibrium simulations conducted here. For example, Sed-

dik et al. (2012) limited their simulations of the Greenland

ice sheet using a full Stokes model to 100 years due to the

computational expense of the model. The use of the SIA ap-

proximation prohibits the accurate simulation of ice streams

or the transfer of mass across the grounding line from ter-

restrial ice to floating ice shelves. In this paper we focus on

the slow response of the large and predominantly terrestrial

East Antarctic ice sheet (EAIS) on long timescales. Because

of the lack of necessary dynamics in the ice sheet model used

we make no attempt to simulate a marine-based West Antarc-

tic ice sheet (WAIS). The ISM is set up with default settings,

which has basal sliding turned off. The ISM has a spatial res-

olution of 20 × 20 km, and all the simulations are initiated

from ice-free conditions.

An offline forcing methodology is used, whereby the cli-

matology from the climate model (surface air temperature

and precipitation) is used to force the ice sheet model with no

subsequent feedbacks, other than height-mass balance feed-

back, on the climate system (e.g. Huybrechts and de Wolde,

1999; Lunt et al., 2008; Stone et al., 2010; Dolan et al.,

2012). A lapse rate adjustment is made to the temperatures

due to the spatial and vertical discrepancy between the GCM

and ISM topographies (e.g. Pollard, 2010). All of the GCM

simulations prescribe ice-free boundary conditions over the

Antarctic (Lunt et al., 2012). Previous modelling studies sug-

gest that Antarctic glaciation generates a number of feed-

backs on the climate system, such as changes in surface

albedo, sea-ice and cloud cover (e.g. DeConto et al., 2007;

Goldner et al., 2013). Although the lack of these feedbacks

will not affect the threshold for the initial accumulation of

ice from ice-free conditions, it may affect the rate at which

full-scale glaciation occurs. We acknowledge the limitations

of our methodology in representing these feedbacks. This

methodology differs from that used by DeConto and Pol-

lard (2003), who asynchronously coupled an ice sheet model

to a climate model, allowing an approximation of feedbacks

from the growth of an ice sheet on the climate system. Be-

cause we have included the GENESIS GCM in our inter-

model comparison, we can compare our forcing methodol-

ogy with the more sophisticated asynchronous coupling. The

mass balance scheme adopted is the widely used positive-

degree day (PDD) method (Reeh, 1991). Alternatives to the

PDD method exist, such as physically based energy balance

models (e.g. Bougamont et al., 2005), however these are not

presently included in the Glimmer ISM. All ISM simulations

are set up identically, with only the input climate and GCM

topographies differing.

2.2 Bedrock topography

The Antarctic bedrock topography used within the ISM

needs to be representative of the ice-free conditions prior

to the onset of glaciation. There are four bedrock topogra-

phies which we use for these simulations (see Fig. 1), our

motivation for using multiple bedrock topographies is to

explore more fully the uncertainties associated with mod-

elling this period. The first topography used is the present-

day Bedmap1 topography (Lythe and Vaughan, 2001) with

the ice sheet removed and accounting for isostatic adjust-

ment (e.g. DeConto and Pollard, 2003), which is our default
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Fig. 1. (a) Isostatically relaxed Bedmap1 topography of Lythe and

Vaughan (2001), rotated into early Eocene position (TOPO1). (b) A

reduced-resolution version of the proprietary topography used by

Lunt et al. (2010); we use a higher-resolution version for our ISM

simulations than that shown here (TOPO2). (c) Minimum (TOPO3)

and (d) maximum extent reconstructed Eocene/Oligocene topogra-

phy of Wilson et al. (2012). Note the increase in land surface area

above present-day sea level, in particular for the West Antarctic.

topography (we denote as TOPO1). In addition we use the

proprietary topography used by Lunt et al. (2010) for their

GCM boundary conditions (here TOPO2) and the two recon-

structed topographies of Wilson et al. (2012).

The EOT topographies generated by Wilson et al. (2012)

attempt to take into account the erosion, thermal subsidence

and plate movements which have occurred since the Eocene

(see Wilson and Luyendyk, 2009 and Wilson et al., 2012 for

a detailed description of the method). The reconstructions

make use of models for sediment erosion and thermal subsi-

dence, constrained by observed sediment volumes deposited

around the Antarctic continent. Wilson et al. (2012) gener-

ated minimum-extent (we denote as TOPO3) and maximum-

extent (TOPO4) reconstructions based on different target

sediment volumes, due to uncertainties in offshore sediment

volumes. Wilson et al. (2012) do not claim that these are

accurate reconstructions of the Eocene/Oligocene topogra-

phy, but argue that they are two plausible end-members.

Based on these reconstructions, the accommodation space

of the Antarctic continent would have been greater at the

EOT than present. The total area above present-day sea level

is 12.4 × 106 km2 and 13.1 × 106 km2 for the minimum and

maximum reconstructions (Wilson et al., 2012), compared

to 10.7 × 106 km2 and 11.1 × 106 km2 for the TOPO1 and

TOPO2 reconstructions, respectively.

The majority of the increase in continental area for TOPO3

and TOPO4 is for the West Antarctic. Importantly, Wilson

et al. (2012) suggested that during the EOT the West Antarc-

tic continent could have supported a largely continental-

based ice sheet, rather than a marine-based ice sheet as is

present today. All of the Eocene GCM simulations available

to us have a deglaciated Antarctic and largely submerged

West Antarctic. As such, it is possible that the climate would

differ if the reconstructions of Wilson et al. (2012) were used

for the GCM boundary conditions. Although we will use the

Wilson et al. (2012) topographies for sensitivity tests, it is

with the caveat that the climate forcing provided to the West

Antarctic is from GCM simulations which may have ocean

cells over regions which are land in the reconstruction of

Wilson et al. (2012). To test the significance of the Wilson

et al. (2012) topographies to the formation of the ice sheets

at the EOT more accurately, it would be necessary to repeat

the GCM simulations using a palaeo-geography which incor-

porates the Wilson et al. (2012) Antarctic topography.

2.3 GCM simulations

The GCM simulations used here are based on a num-

ber of previously published independent studies, and as

such the GCM boundary conditions are not identical

(Lunt et al., 2012). Although the EoMIP GCM simulations

have slightly different boundary conditions, they are broadly

similar in that they use an early Eocene palaeo-geography

and have prescribed ice-free conditions over Antarctica.

Note that EoMIP originally focused on coupled ocean–

atmosphere GCM simulations only and therefore did not in-

clude the GENESIS atmosphere–slab ocean GCM simula-

tions which we have included here. Two separate studies used

the CCSM3 model with a slightly different configuration,

we denote these as CCSM3_H (Huber and Caballero, 2011)

and CCSM3_W (Winguth et al., 2010). We add simula-

tions from two recently published studies using CESM1.0

(Goldner et al., 2013) and FAMOUS (Sagoo et al., 2013);

the latter is a reduced complexity version of HadCM3L.

The GCMs used here have been evaluated previously

against modern-day observations (e.g. ). It should be noted

that modern-day performance may not be relevant to per-

formance under Eocene boundary conditions. Connolley and

Bracegirdle (2007) evaluated 4 of the GCMs used here (ex-

cluding GENESIS, CESM1.0 and FAMOUS) against 15

other GCMs (used in the IPCC AR4) for their performance

compared with Antarctic re-analysis output. They assigned

skill scores based on five variables (mean sea level pressure,

height and temperature at 500 hPa, sea surface temperature,

surface mass balance), giving a skill score between 0 (low

skill) and 1 (high skill). Over the Antarctic region (defined as

latitudes greater than 45◦ S), ECHAM5 had the highest skill

score (0.45) of the 15 GCMs based on the 5 chosen variables,
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Table 1. Summary of GCM simulations, see Lunt et al. (2012) for a full description of the simulations. Astronomical parameters: eccentricity

(ecc.), obliquity (obl.) and longitude of precession (pre.), with insolation (ins.) for January at 70◦ S also shown (Wm−2). CS is the modern-

day equilibrium climate sensitivity for the GCMs, excluding vegetation and chemical feedbacks.

GCM Reference CO2 Palaeo-geography ecc. obl. pre. ins. CS (◦C)

HadCM3L Lunt et al. (2010) 1,2,4,6 × Proprietary 0.017 23.44◦ 283◦ 519 3.3

2,4 × 0.054 24.52◦ 270◦ 591

0.054 24.52◦ 90◦ 462

0 22.00◦ – 470

CCSM3 Huber and Caballero (2011) 2,4,8,16× Sewall et al. (2000) 0.017 23.44◦ 283◦ 519 2.7

CESM1.0 Goldner et al. (2013) 2,4,8,16× Sewall et al. (2000) 0.017 23.44◦ 283◦ 519 4.1

GENESIS DeConto et al. (2008) 2,4× DeConto et al. (2008) 0 23.50◦ – 500 2.5

0.050 22.50◦ 270◦ 539

0.050 24.50◦ 90◦ 465

FAMOUS Sagoo et al. (2013) 2× Proprietary 0.017 23.44◦ 283◦ 519 3.3

ECHAM5 Heinemann et al. (2009) 2× Bice and Marotzke (2001) 0.030 23.25◦ 270◦ 531 3.4

GISS_ER Roberts et al. (2009) 4× Bice and Marotzke (2001) 0.027 23.20◦ 180◦ 482 2.7

CCSM3 Winguth et al. (2010) 4,8,16× Sewall et al. (2000) 0 23.50◦ – 500 2.7

with HadCM3 (0.36) and CCSM3 (0.28) 4th and 7th, respec-

tively, and GISS_ER (0.11) 14th. For Antarctic sea surface

temperatures the skill of all of the models was low, in part

due to the method used to measure skill, however ECHAM5,

GISS_ER and HadCM3 were in the top half of the 15 GCMs.

HadCM3 had the joint best skill score for surface mass bal-

ance over the Antarctic, with CCSM3 and ECHAM5 also

scoring highly (> 0.9), however GISS_ER had a low skill

score (0.07) (Connolley and Bracegirdle, 2007).

The astronomical configuration has been shown to be im-

portant for Antarctic glaciation (DeConto and Pollard, 2003;

Langebroek et al., 2009); the astronomical configurations

vary between the GCM simulations used here, although

they are broadly similar (see Table 1 and Fig. S1 in the

Supplement). The simulations for HadCM3L, CCSM3_H,

CESM1.0 and FAMOUS use the modern astronomical con-

figuration, whereas the ECHAM5 and GISS_ER simu-

lations have greater eccentricity and the GENESIS and

CCSM3_W simulations have zero eccentricity. The astro-

nomical configuration used for the GENESIS, GISS_ER and

CCSM3_W simulations are likely to be the most favourable

for Antarctic glaciation, whereas ECHAM5 has the the least

favourable astronomical configuration, based on peak inso-

lation during the austral summer. There are additional sim-

ulations for HadCM3L and GENESIS at 2× and 4× PIC,

which use astronomical parameters resulting in extremes of

summer insolation.

There are additional differences in the GCM bound-

ary conditions. The vegetation prescribed varies, with the

GISS_ER and CCSM3_H simulations adopting the vegeta-

tion maps of Sewall et al. (2000), CCSM3_W using the veg-

etation of Shellito and Sloan (2006), the HadCM3L sim-

ulation using homogeneous shrubland, and the ECHAM5

simulation prescribing homogeneous vegetation resembling

a present-day savanna. All of the simulations have present-

day aerosol loading, with the exception of the CCSM3_H

simulation which has a reduced aerosol loading. The adop-

tion of this reduced aerosol loading is justified by possible

reduced ocean productivity leading to reduced dimethyl sul-

phide (DMS) production (Huber and Caballero, 2011; Kump

and Pollard, 2008). Because of the reduced aerosol load in

the CCSM3 simulation of Huber and Caballero (2011), sur-

face temperatures are increased. The global mean surface

air temperature of the CCSM3_W 4× PIC simulation is ap-

proximately equivalent to the CCSM3_H 2× PIC simulation,

largely due to the different approach to aerosol loading (Lunt

et al., 2012). These differences in boundary conditions are

important but are representative of plausible boundary con-

ditions; this gives insight into the decisions required when

modelling relatively data poor periods, such as the Eocene.

The FAMOUS simulation differs from the other simula-

tions as it was selected from a 100-member parameter en-

semble (varying 10 parameters, see Sagoo et al., 2013) based

on closest agreement with early Eocene proxy data (Sagoo

et al., 2013). The main aim of their paper was to simulate a

reduced meridional temperature gradient, which is suggested

by proxy data to have occurred in the warmth of the early

Eocene (Sagoo et al., 2013). The simulations within EoMIP

were also evaluated against proxy data (Lunt et al., 2012).

The EoMIP simulations had closest agreement with proxy

data at higher atmospheric CO2 concentrations. The sim-

ulation with the closest agreement with the proxy records

was the CCSM3_H simulation at 16× PIC. However, not

all of the GCMs were run at the same atmospheric CO2

concentrations, precluding a direct evaluation of model per-

formance (see Lunt et al., 2012 for a detailed discussion

of model performance). Additionally, atmospheric CO2 is

poorly constrained by proxy records in the Eocene (Beerling

and Royer, 2011), making assessment of model skill in the

Eocene problematic (Lunt et al., 2012).
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The GCM simulations were performed at atmospheric

CO2 concentrations ranging from 1× to 16× PIC (see

Table 1). We first perform equilibrium simulations using

the climate output at fixed atmospheric CO2 concentra-

tions. Additionally, for GCMs where simulations were per-

formed at multiple CO2 concentrations (HadCM3L, CCSM3,

CESM1.0 and GENESIS) we perform transient CO2 ex-

periments by scaling between the simulations following

a logarithmic relationship between atmospheric CO2 and

climate (C).

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Equilibrium simulations

We first describe results from the equilibrium (50 kyr) ice

sheet model simulations using the climate output from the

GCM simulations. For the GCMs with simulations per-

formed with multiple astronomical configurations, we se-

lect the configuration closest to modern. As can be seen

from Fig. 2, the offline simulations using the climate out-

put from CCSM3_H, CESM1.0 and ECHAM5 produce large

ice sheets over much of East Antarctica at 2× PIC (10.3–

14.6 × 106 km3) and GENESIS produces a full continental-

sized EAIS at 2× PIC (28.6 × 106 km3). However, there

is minimal ice in the equivalent 2× PIC simulation us-

ing HadCM3L (0.3 × 106 km3). Even when using a 1× PIC

HadCM3L simulation (not shown) minimal ice forms (1.1 ×
106 km3). The FAMOUS simulation is completely ice-free at

2× PIC. For CCSM3_H, CESM1.0 and ECHAM5, ice nu-

cleates over Queen Maud Land and the Gamburtsev Moun-

tains. These two smaller ice sheets combine to generate an

intermediate-sized ice sheet in the 2× PIC simulations.

The 4× PIC simulations are shown in Fig. 3. There is a

relatively large ice sheet for the 4× PIC simulation using

CCSM3_H (9.4 × 106 km3). The ice sheet in the 4× PIC

simulation using CCSM3_H is only ∼ 35 % smaller than for

the 2× PIC simulation. This is plausibly a result of the rela-

tively low CO2 sensitivity of CCSM3 (Huber and Caballero,

2011). This is in contrast to the CESM1.0 simulation, which

is mostly ice-free at 4× PIC, likely a result of the higher

CO2 sensitivity of CESM1.0 compared to CCSM3 (although

note that GENESIS also has a relatively low CO2 sensitiv-

ity). We also performed offline simulations using the output

from CCSM3_H at 8× and 16× PIC (not shown). The sim-

ulation with CCSM3_H at 8× PIC generated minimal ice,

with a total volume of 0.2 × 106 km3, and the simulation at

16× PIC was ice-free. This suggests that the glacial thresh-

old for these CCSM3_H simulations is between 8× and 4×
PIC. The differences in GCM boundary conditions result in

different-sized ice sheets between CCSM_H and CCSM_W

at 4× PIC.

Between 4× and 2× PIC a full continental-sized ice sheet

forms in the offline simulations using the GENESIS model.

This is the same GCM used by DeConto and Pollard (2003)

and produces a similar result to their glacial CO2 threshold.

The simulation using the GISS_ER model is for 4× PIC and

7× CH4 compared to pre-industrial concentrations. Roberts

et al. (2009) estimate that the GISS_ER simulation is equiva-

lent to a 4.3× PIC simulation. When we use the climate out-

put from the GISS_ER simulation to force the ISM, it gener-

ates a small ice cap over Queen Maud Land, this is a slightly

higher volume than the 4× PIC HadCM3L simulation.

3.2 Transient simulations

In addition to the equilibrium simulations we next present

transient atmospheric CO2 simulations, in order to better

define the CO2 thresholds. The climate is created by lin-

early scaling between the GCM simulations at different at-

mospheric CO2 concentrations over 1.5 Myr (a rate of CO2

decrease of ∼ 1 ppm kyr−1, which is comparable to proxy

records for atmospheric CO2 across the EOT (Pagani et al.,

2011)). This is only possible for the GCMs where simula-

tions are available at more than one atmospheric CO2 con-

centration, these being HadCM3L, CCSM3_H, CESM1.0

and GENESIS. This scaling is based on the equation for cli-

mate sensitivity (e.g. Solgaard and Langen, 2012):

C = C2×
ln(CO2/1120)

ln(560/1120)
+ C4×

ln(CO2/560)

ln(1120/560)
, (1)

where C2× and C4× is the climate (temperature and precipi-

tation) for the 2× and 4× PIC GCM simulation, respectively,

and CO2 is the atmospheric CO2 concentration at the current

time step. We are therefore calculating an Earth system sen-

sitivity based on these 2 GCM simulations, this may differ

from the climate sensitivities for the GCMs under modern

boundary conditions, which are included in Table 1 for refer-

ence. The model checks for potential negative values for pre-

cipitation resulting from this scaling and resets these to zero.

We calculate the CO2 threshold for the formation of an in-

termediate (which we define here as 25 m Eocene sea level

equivalent (SLE)) and large (40 m Eocene SLE) ice sheet.

Ice volumes are converted to Eocene sea levels by account-

ing for the change in state from ice to seawater and divid-

ing by the total Eocene ocean surface area (372.9×106 km2;

DeConto et al., 2008). In the simulations of Pollard and De-

Conto (2005) using an earlier version of the GENESIS GCM

with a constant astronomical forcing, the glacial threshold

was 2.1× PIC for an intermediate ice sheet and 1.6× PIC for

a large ice sheet (shown in Fig. 4). For the equivalent sim-

ulations including astronomical forcing, the CO2 thresholds

were higher, at ∼ 3.0× PIC and ∼ 2.8× PIC (Pollard and De-

Conto, 2005). Similar results were also found by Langebroek

et al. (2009) using a reduced complexity model in their study

focusing on Antarctic glaciation in the middle Miocene. The

thresholds for the formation of a large ice sheet in their study

were 2.2× PIC for the experiment including astronomical

www.clim-past.net/10/451/2014/ Clim. Past, 10, 451–466, 2014
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Fig. 2. Offline 2× PIC simulations of the Antarctic ice sheets forced by the HadCM3L early Eocene simulation of Lunt et al. (2010),

CCSM3_H simulation of Huber and Caballero (2011), CESM1.0 simulation of Goldner et al. (2013), GENESIS simulation of DeConto et al.

(2008), FAMOUS simulation of (Sagoo et al., 2013) and ECHAM5 simulation of Heinemann et al. (2009). Bedrock scale same as in Fig. 1,

total ice volumes shown on Figures are in 106 km3.

Fig. 3. Offline 4× PIC simulations of the Antarctic ice sheets forced by the HadCM3L early Eocene simulation of Lunt et al. (2010),

CCSM3_H simulation of Huber and Caballero (2011), CESM1.0 simulation of Goldner et al. (2013), GENESIS simulation of DeConto et al.

(2008), GISS_ER simulation of Roberts et al. (2009) and CCSM3_W simulation of Winguth et al. (2010). The 4× PIC GISS_ER simulation

includes an additional CH4 forcing, which Roberts et al. (2009) estimate makes this simulation equivalent to a 4.3× PIC simulation. Bedrock

scale same as in Fig. 1, total ice volumes shown on Figures are in 106 km3

.

forcing, and 1.6× PIC for the constant astronomical forcing

experiment (Langebroek et al., 2009).

In these transient CO2 experiments, we scale between 6×
and 0.5× PIC over 1.5 Myr using the climate data from

HadCM3L, CCSM3_H, CESM1.0 and GENESIS. We inter-

polate between the simulations at 4× and 2× PIC and then

extrapolate for CO2 values outside this range (for 6–4× and

2–0.5× PIC). Note that by extrapolating we are introduc-

ing error, however this error is relatively small compared

with the inter-model disagreement (see supplementary infor-

mation for a comparison of extrapolated climatologies with

GCM control climatologies). Because simulations are only

available at one atmospheric CO2 concentration for the other

GCMs, we cannot estimate the CO2 thresholds for these

models. However, based on the results of the offline simu-

lations, for the 2× simulation using ECHAM5 an interme-

diate ice sheet has formed (∼25 m Eocene SLE), suggesting

the threshold for a large ice sheet (∼40 m Eocene SLE) is
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Fig. 4. Transient CO2 ISM experiments using climate output from

HadCM3L, CCSM3_H, CESM1.0 and GENESIS simulations. Cli-

mate is calculated by linearly interpolating and extrapolating be-

tween the simulations at 4× PIC and 2× PIC over 1.5 Myr, start-

ing with unglaciated conditions at 6× PIC (simulations run right to

left). Offline simulations are shown as solid markers, with additional

simulations from FAMOUS, ECHAM5, GISS_ER and CCSM3_W.

The climate for the transient experiments is calculated by interpo-

lating and extrapolating from the 2× and 4× PIC GCM simulations.

For GENESIS, simulations are shown with (solid green) and with-

out (green and yellow line) astronomical forcing. Horizontal dotted

lines are the thresholds for an intermediate (defined here as 25 m

Eocene SLE) and a large ice sheet (40 m Eocene SLE). Also shown

is the simulation of Pollard and DeConto (2005) for a reduction

in atmospheric CO2 and without astronomical forcing. The vertical

bars are the pre- and post-EOT atmospheric CO2 proxy estimates

of Pagani et al. (2011).

below 2× PIC. For GISS_ER and CCSM3_W, the threshold

for glaciation is below 4.3× PIC and 4× PIC, respectively.

In addition to the simulations using a constant astronom-

ical configuration, we perform an experiment including as-

tronomical variability, based on the solutions of Laskar et al.

(2004). For this experiment we use the climate output from

GENESIS and scale between the simulations with different

astronomical configurations using

Ci =
{

Cm + I−Im
Iw−Im

(Cw − Cm) if I > Im

Cc + I−Ic
Im−Ic

(Cm − Cc) if I ≤ Im
, (2)

where I is the insolation at 70◦ S averaged over the 6 months

with peak insolation, and Ic, Im and Iw are the insolation

values at 70◦ S from the GCM simulations and Cc, Cm and

Cw are the respective climate outputs (Gasson, 2013).

The transient CO2 experiments are shown in Fig. 4. An in-

termediate ice sheet (25 m Eocene SLE) forms at 3.3× PIC

in the experiment using CCSM3_H, 2.9× PIC in the exper-

iment using GENESIS and 2× PIC when using CESM1.0.

Again the lack of ice in the experiment using HadCM3L is

clearly evident, with a small increase in ice volumes below

1× PIC. A large ice sheet (> 40 m Eocene SLE) forms at

2.8× PIC in the experiment using GENESIS and 1.8× PIC

for CESM1.0. Recall that none of these experiments include

albedo feedbacks nor feedbacks on precipitation, which may

affect the glacial CO2 thresholds.

The pattern of ice growth varies between GCMs. The

CCSM3_H experiment has three distinct steps in ice growth;

CESM1.0 has multiple smaller steps, whereas for GENESIS

there is one major threshold. The study of DeConto and Pol-

lard (2003), using an earlier version of the GENESIS GCM

and an asynchronous coupling method, showed the growth of

ice in a series of steps as ice first formed as isolated ice caps

in the mountain regions. It therefore appears unusual that our

experiment, using a later version of GENESIS, does not show

this pattern. However, more recent simulations based on a

modified method of that used by DeConto and Pollard (2003)

and the same version of GENESIS we use here, also lack the

stepped pattern to ice growth (Pollard, personal communica-

tion, 2012). Also note the greater ice volume of our GENE-

SIS simulations compared with that of Pollard and DeConto

(2005) at equivalent atmospheric CO2 concentrations, this is

likely due to the lack of basal sliding in the simulations pre-

sented here.

For the GENESIS simulation including a representation of

astronomical variability the glacial threshold is at a slightly

higher atmospheric CO2 concentration, the threshold for the

growth of a large ice sheet being 3.2× PIC compared with

2.8× PIC for the constant astronomical configuration sim-

ulation. This is consistent with the results of DeConto and

Pollard (2003) and Langebroek et al. (2009).

3.3 Sensitivity to lapse rate and topography

We next present sensitivity tests in order to determine

how changing certain poorly constrained parameters affects

the glacial CO2 thresholds. Firstly, we highlight the im-

pact of changing the lapse rate (we use a default value of

−7 K km−1). The lapse rate has two effects, firstly it allows

for the cooling of the ice sheet surface as it rises vertically

through the atmosphere. Secondly, the lapse rate is used to

scale from the coarse GCM surface topography onto the

finer topography used within the ISM. Values for the lapse

rate parameter can vary spatially and temporally, largely due

to changes in the moisture content of the atmosphere. In a

GCM study, Krinner and Genthon (1999) found values for

the lapse rate as low as −10 K km−1 for the dry continental

interior above continental-sized ice sheets, such as the EAIS.

For the moister coastal regions, values as high as −5 K km−1

were found, these values are comparable to empirical results

(Magand et al., 2004). As our ISM domain covers the en-

tire Antarctic continent, the default lapse rate chosen is an

approximation between these two environments. To test the

sensitivity of changing the lapse rate parameter, we repeat

the transient CO2 experiments with the climate output from

www.clim-past.net/10/451/2014/ Clim. Past, 10, 451–466, 2014
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Fig. 5. Transient CO2 experiments with varying values for the lapse

rate parameter. (a) Using climate output from CCSM3_H simula-

tions. (b) Using climate output from GENESIS simulations. The

horizontal dashed lines are the ice volumes for an intermediate and

large ice sheet. Note the high sensitivity to the lapse rate parameter

of the CCSM3_H simulations.

CCSM3_H and GENESIS, using lapse rates of −6, −7 and

−8 K km−1 (see Fig. 5); the default value used in the pre-

vious experiments was −7 K km−1, chosen for consistency

with DeConto and Pollard (2003).

As can be seen from Fig. 5, the simulations using

CCSM3_H are highly sensitive to the value chosen for the

lapse rate parameter. With the threshold for the growth of

an intermediate ice sheet varying between 1.2× and 5.9×
PIC for lapse rates between −6 and −8 K km−1. With the

lower value for the lapse rate, the threshold for the growth of

a large ice sheet is crossed at 2.4× PIC. The simulations us-

ing GENESIS are less sensitive to the value for the lapse rate,

with the threshold for the growth of an intermediate ice sheet

varying between 2.6× and 3.3× PIC for the three values for

the lapse rate. Similar simulations were also performed us-

ing HadCM3L, however these had little impact on the low

ice volumes seen in the previous HadCM3L transient CO2

experiments and are therefore not shown here.

The reason for the strong sensitivity of the CCSM3_H ex-

periment to the lapse rate parameter is due to the Antarc-

tic topography within the GCM. For the simulations using

CCSM3_H, the Antarctic topography within the GCM (from

the Sewall et al. (2000) palaeo-topography) is significantly

lower than the ISM topography. This is evident in the maps

shown in Fig. 6. The discrepancy between the GCM and ISM

topography for the CCSM3_H simulations exceeds 1 km

in certain regions. The Antarctic GCM topography within

CCSM3_H (and also ECHAM5, CCSM_W, CESM1.0 and

GISS_ER) resembles the present-day Antarctic bedrock to-

pography without isostatic adjustment. Because of this, there

is a large lapse rate correction to the surface temperatures

as they are scaled from the GCM topography to the ISM to-

pography. This results in the high sensitivity to the value for

the lapse rate parameter. This could also explain the GCM

results of Huber and Nof (2006), which did not find snow ac-

cumulation over the Antarctic in an experiment with an ear-

lier version of CCSM_H. They used the same GCM bound-

− −

− −

− −

− −

− −

− −

Fig. 6. Bedrock elevation maps, shown is the surface topography

from the different GCM simulations for East Antarctica; compare

with the ISM surface topography in Fig. 1. Note the significantly

lower elevation of the CCSM3, CESM1.0, ECHAM5 and GISS_ER

simulations.

ary conditions as the CCSM3_H experiment used here (Hu-

ber and Caballero, 2011). Similarly, Heinemann et al. (2009)

noted ice-free conditions over the Southern Hemisphere high

latitudes in their ECHAM5 simulation (the same simulation

used here).

For the GCM simulations using GENESIS, the GCM to-

pography is much closer to the ISM topography, therefore

the ISM simulations are less sensitive to the lapse rate pa-

rameter. The Antarctic topography in the simulations using

CCSM3, CESM1.0, ECHAM5 and GISS_ER are all signif-

icantly less mountainous than the ISM topography and are

therefore all likely to be sensitive to the value chosen for the

lapse rate parameter. The Gamburtsev mountain range in the

centre of the East Antarctic continent is much lower in ele-

vation for these GCM simulations. Although there is uncer-

tainty as to the past uplift history of the Antarctic, the Gam-

burtsev Mountains are thought to have formed earlier than the

Eocene (Cox et al., 2010). This difference in GCM topogra-

phy over the Antarctic may also affect precipitation patterns,

in addition to surface temperatures. Therefore the disagree-

ment between the ISM simulations in Fig. 4 may be due to

differences in the GCM boundary conditions, in addition to

differences between the GCMs. The differences are therefore

a combination of inter-model disagreement and experimental

design.

We present further sensitivity tests using four different

Antarctic ISM topographies. The ISM topographies we use

are TOPO1, the default topography used in the previous

experiments; TOPO2, the proprietary topography used by

Lunt et al. (2010); and TOPO3 and TOPO4, the minimum

and maximum reconstructed topographies of Wilson et al.

(2012), respectively (see Fig. 1). Note that all of these to-

pographies are more mountainous than the GCM topogra-

phy used in the CCSM3, CESM1.0, ECHAM5 and GISS_ER

simulations.
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Fig. 7. Transient CO2 experiments with varying ISM bedrock to-

pography. (a) Using climate output from CCSM3_H simulations.

(b) Using climate output from GENESIS simulations. The ISM

bedrock topographies are shown in Fig. 1.

The glacial CO2 threshold is sensitive to the choice of

Antarctic bedrock topography (Fig. 7). When using the Wil-

son et al. (2012) topographies (TOPO3 and TOPO4), the

onset of glaciation is at a slightly higher atmospheric CO2

concentration than the default topography (TOPO1). This

is especially evident for the experiments using CCSM3_H.

This is due to a slightly higher elevation of the mountains

in Queen Maud Land and the Gamburtsev Mountains, the

regions where ice first nucleates. The difference in moun-

tain elevation is likely a result of the different isostasy mod-

els used for our default topography and that used by Wilson

et al. (2012). Similar to the previous experiments, a large ice

sheet does not form in the CCSM3_H experiments (the lapse

rate is −7 K km−1). For the GENESIS experiments, the max-

imum size of the ice sheet varies due to differences in the to-

tal Antarctic surface area between the different topographies.

For the maximum reconstruction of Wilson et al. (2012)

(TOPO4), an ice sheet of 32.5×106 km3 (78 m Eocene SLE)

has formed at 2× PIC. This increased ice volume compared

to the default topography experiment is largely due to the

growth of a continental-based WAIS.

3.4 Diagnosing differences between simulations

It is not immediately clear why there is such variation in ice

volumes caused by the different climate forcing, in particular

why the ISM simulations using the HadCM3L early Eocene

simulations of Lunt et al. (2010) and the FAMOUS simula-

tions of Sagoo et al. (2013) should generate such low ice vol-

umes. Although Lunt et al. (2012) noted certain differences

between the GCM simulations within EoMIP, their analysis

did not identify a disagreement which could explain our ISM

results. The variables which are passed to the ISM from the

GCM output data are the annual mean air temperature (T a),

annual air temperature half range (1Ta), which is the dif-

ference between the warmest month and the annual mean,

and the total precipitation (P ). Much of the analysis by Lunt

et al. (2012) focused on the annual means from the GCMs.

Interestingly, their analysis suggested that when looking at

Table 2. Climate variables passed to the ISM from GCM simula-

tions, shown as averages over the East Antarctic continent, with av-

erages at elevations above 1500 m in parentheses. T a is the annual

mean air temperature, 1Ta is the annual air temperature half range

(difference between the warm month and the annual mean temper-

ature) and P is total annual precipitation. For 2× PIC (upper rows)

and 4× PIC (lower rows) simulations

T a (◦C) 1Ta (◦C) P (m yr−1)

HadCM3L −12.4 (−19.4) 25.7 (28.2) 0.38 (0.31)

CCSM3_H −3.4 (−12.0) 13.4 (16.0) 0.61 (0.60)

CESM1.0 −3.1 (−11.6) 13.0 (15.3) 0.53 (0.52)

GENESIS −8.4 (−16.1) 14.2 (14.7) 0.46 (0.39)

FAMOUS 11.0 (3.6) 16.0 (17.4) 1.10 (0.98)

ECHAM5 −1.1 (−9.3) 12.2 (13.9) 0.74 (0.64)

HadCM3L −7.0 (−13.8) 25.0 (27.3) 0.51 (0.38)

CCSM3_H −0.7 (−9.2) 12.6 (15.1) 0.69 (0.68)

CESM1.0 1.7 (−6.4) 12.5 (14.5) 0.62 (0.62)

GENESIS −3.1 (−10.7) 12.8 (13.0) 0.56 (0.49)

GISS_ER 0.6 (−6.7) 14.6 (15.9) 0.78 (0.74)

CCSM3_W −1.5 (−10.5) 12.5 (15.4) 0.59 (0.56)

the annual mean air temperatures, HadCM3L is cooler than

CCSM3_H and ECHAM5 for the 2× PIC simulations. These

relatively cool annual mean air temperatures are especially

pronounced for the Southern Hemisphere high latitudes.

The three variables which are passed to the ISM from the

GCM (following lapse rate correction) are summarized in Ta-

ble 2 as averages over the East Antarctic continent and also

as averages over the mountainous regions (> 1500 m), the re-

gions where ice tends to first nucleate. As can be seen from

Table 2, HadCM3L has the lowest annual mean air tempera-

ture of all of GCM simulations over the East Antarctic con-

tinent for the 2× and 4× PIC simulations. FAMOUS is by

far the warmest of the simulations at 2× PIC, which explains

the lack of ice growth for this simulation.

To investigate the impact of these three climate variables

on the ice sheet model results, we use the PDD mass balance

scheme to calculate the potential snowmelt (âs) for various

annual mean air temperatures and annual air temperature half

ranges. If the total annual precipitation exceeds the potential

snowmelt then snow will accumulate. If the total annual pre-

cipitation is less than the potential snowmelt than there is

no year-to-year snow accumulation and an ice sheet cannot

grow. The potential snowmelt is calculated from the PDD

sum and the PDD factor for snow (Reeh, 1991):

âs = αsDp, (3)

where αs is the PDD factor for snow (3 mm d−1 ◦C −1) and
Dp is the PDD sum. We use the mass balance scheme to

calculate Dp using

Dp = 1

σT

√
2π

A
∫

0

∞
∫

0

T a exp

(

−(T a − T ′
a)

2

2σ 2
T

)

dT dt. (4)
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Fig. 8. Contours show potential snowmelt (âs, m yr−1) for differ-

ent values for the annual mean air temperature (T a) and annual air

temperature half range (1Ta). If the total annual precipitation ex-

ceeds this amount then snow will accumulate. Also shown are the

values for T a and 1Ta from the GCM simulations, averaged over

the mountainous regions (> 1500 m) and lapse rate corrected. Error

bars for T a are 1 standard deviation of T a above 1500 m. The mean

precipitation over mountainous regions is included in parentheses

in the legend (m yr−1). 2× PIC simulations shown in blue and 4×
PIC simulations shown in red.

The inner integral in practice is evaluated between 0 and

50 ◦C, σT is the standard deviation of temperature fluctua-

tions with a value of 5 ◦C used, A is the period of the year

and T ′
a is the daily surface air temperature calculated using

T ′
a = T a + 1Ta cos

(

2πt

A

)

. (5)

We numerically compute the potential snowmelt (contours in

Fig. 8) according to Eqs. (3)–(5) for a range of values for T a

and 1Ta. Also shown in Fig. 8 are the values for T a and 1Ta

from the GCM simulations, as averages over the Antarctic

mountain regions.

As can be seen from Fig. 8, the high annual mean air tem-

peratures of the FAMOUS simulation generate a very high

potential snowmelt, explaining the lack of ice in this simula-

tion. For HadCM3L, despite the low annual mean air temper-

atures over the mountainous regions of Antarctica, the poten-

tial snowmelt is still relatively high at 2× PIC. This is due to

the large annual air temperature half range in the HadCM3L

simulations. The potential snowmelt in the HadCM3L 2×
PIC simulation is comparable to the CCSM3_H 4× PIC

simulation. This CCSM3_H 4× PIC simulation generated a

large ice sheet, whereas the HadCM3L simulation did not.

The total annual precipitation for the CCSM3_H 4× PIC

simulation is approximately double that of the HadCM3L

2× PIC simulation over the East Antarctic. This would sug-

gest that the low precipitation in the HadCM3L simulations

is also a significant factor. Based on the Clausius–Claperon

relation, the low precipitation is itself likely to be a result of

the low annual mean air temperatures. In an idealized sim-

ulation where we arbitrarily double the HadCM3L precipi-

tation, a large ice sheet (18.1 × 106 km3) forms for the 2×
PIC simulation. This ice sheet differs from the other sim-

ulations and nucleates on Victoria Land and Wilkes Land,

instead of Queen Maud Land and the Gamburtsev Moun-

tains. This would suggest that even with precipitation arbi-

trarily doubled, the region around Queen Maud Land and the

Gamburtsev Mountains remains precipitation-limited for the

HadCM3L simulation.

The total annual precipitation and potential snowmelt val-

ues we have shown in Fig. 8 are averages over the moun-

tainous regions. As these values vary spatially, ice can grow

for simulations where the mean annual precipitation is lower

than the potential snowmelt. For example, the potential

snowmelt for the 4× PIC CCSM3_H simulation is above the

mean annual precipitation for the mountainous regions yet

still produced a large ice sheet. Additionally, this data is for

ice-free conditions at the first time step, and therefore does

not include height–mass balance feedback or ice flow from

regions of initial ice nucleation.

3.5 GCM seasonality

Given the importance of seasonality to our ice sheet model

results, in particular for HadCM3L, we next discuss the

different seasonalities of the GCMs. As previously noted,

the astronomical configurations are not identical between

GCM simulations but are similar; the HadCM3L, FAMOUS,

CCSM3_H and CESM1.0 simulations all have a modern as-

tronomical configuration. Maps of annual temperature range

(from the warmest month minus the coldest month) are

shown in Fig. 9, and we show global maps of seasonality

in order to show any potential inter-hemispheric biases.

It is interesting to note that the GENESIS simulations have

a relatively high annual temperature range over the Northern

Hemisphere, but not the Southern Hemisphere. This pattern

is unique to GENESIS amongst the 2× PIC simulations, al-

though the GISS_ER 4× PIC simulation also shows a sim-

ilar pattern. GENESIS is the GCM used by DeConto et al.

(2008) in their study investigating the thresholds for North-

ern Hemisphere glaciation. Their study suggested that the

threshold for Northern Hemisphere glaciation is ∼ 280 ppmv,

providing evidence against the early Northern Hemisphere

glaciation hypothesis. This hypothesis was based on evi-

dence from ice-rafted debris in the Eocene and Oligocene

(Tripati et al., 2005; Eldrett et al., 2007), and discrepancies

between benthic δ18O and Mg / Ca records across the EOT

(Lear, 2000), although this second issue has now largely been

resolved (DeConto et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2009; Wilson and

Luyendyk, 2009). Given the strong seasonality seen in the

GENESIS simulations in the Northern Hemisphere, it would

perhaps be interesting to repeat the experiment of DeConto
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Fig. 9. Annual surface air temperature range over land from Eocene

GCM simulations at (a) 2× PIC and (b) 4× PIC.

et al. (2008) using another GCM; especially considering that

the regions of low seasonality in the Northern Hemisphere,

the west of North America and northeast Asia are also the

regions where ice first nucleates in their ISM simulations

(DeConto et al., 2008).

The strong seasonality in the HadCM3L simulations is not

just a result of very warm summers, but also cool winters.

As can be seen from Fig. 9, for the early Eocene 2× PIC

simulations using HadCM3L there is a very large annual

temperature range over Antarctica. For HadCM3L, the an-

nual range in surface air temperature over Antarctica exceeds

60 ◦C in certain regions. The HadCM3L 4× PIC simulation

has a slightly lower seasonality than the 2× PIC simulation,

but the seasonality is still greater than for any of the other

GCMs at 4× PIC. This very large annual temperature range

for HadCM3L is also apparent in the high latitude Northern

Hemisphere. None of the other GCMs exhibit such a large

annual temperature range in both hemispheres. Sensitivity

tests using HadCM3L simulations with different astronom-

ical forcing, including a simulation favourable to Southern

Hemisphere glaciation (Lunt et al., 2011), did not generate

any significant increase in ice volumes (not shown).

To investigate whether the strong HadCM3L seasonality is

a result of the early Eocene boundary conditions, or a model

bias, we have plotted seasonality maps for modern control

simulations from the GCMs in Fig. 10. The seasonality of the

ERA-40 data set is also shown. Although the modern control

HadCM3L simulation has a relatively high seasonality com-

pared with the other GCMs, especially over northern Asia,

it is comparable to the ERA-40 data set. Over Antarctica,

which has a large ice sheet in these control simulations, all

of the GCMs have a similar seasonality, although HadCM3L

is slightly higher than the other models and FAMOUS has a

high seasonality over West Antarctica. This suggests that the

strong HadCM3L seasonality is mainly caused by the change

to early Eocene boundary conditions, although it is interest-

ing that a similar change does not affect the other GCMs.

It is not yet clear why HadCM3L has such a strong sea-

sonality at high latitudes under Eocene boundary conditions;

other attempts at understanding why HadCM3L generates

such a strong seasonality have included additional HadCM3L

simulations using a dynamic vegetation model (TRIFFID) as

opposed to the homogenous shrubland used by Lunt et al.

(2010) (Loptson, personal communication, 2012); the study

of Thorn and DeConto (2006) showed high sensitivity of

the Antarctic climate to the polar vegetation cover. In ad-

dition, GENESIS simulations have been completed using

the proprietary palaeo-geography used by Lunt et al. (2010)

(Pollard, personal communication, 2012). These additional

GENESIS simulations were also performed with a variety

of vegetation types. The HadCM3L simulations with a dy-

namic vegetation model had an equally strong seasonality,

whereas the GENESIS simulations were similar to the stan-

dard Eocene/Oligocene simulations. Further diagnostic work

is needed to understand why HadCM3L has a strong sea-

sonality under early Eocene boundary conditions, this could

include experiments on the East Antarctic ice sheet (similar

to the experiments of Goldner et al., 2013) and changes to

ocean gateways.

3.6 Ice in the Eocene?

Based on previous modelling studies (DeConto and Pollard,

2003; Langebroek et al., 2009), and proxy records of atmo-

spheric CO2 concentrations (Pagani et al., 2005, 2011; Pear-

son et al., 2009; Beerling and Royer, 2011), it is plausible
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−

Fig. 10. Annual surface air temperature range from modern/pre-

industrial control GCM simulations and ERA-40 re-analysis data

set.

that Antarctica could have been partially glaciated at times

during the Eocene. This would support the argument of

Miller et al. (2008) that Antarctica experienced ephemeral

glaciation earlier than the EOT, based on evidence from

the sea level records of Kominz et al. (2008) which show

significant fluctuations in the Eocene. The offline simula-

tions undertaken in this paper suggest that the modelled CO2

threshold for Antarctic glaciation is highly climate-model-

dependent. The composite of proxy atmospheric CO2 records

from Beerling and Royer (2011) is reproduced in Fig. 11 for

data from 40–0 Ma for comparison with our model results;

this includes data from a number of different proxy methods

(note that the uncertainty for each of these proxies varies).

The ISM simulations using the climate from HadCM3L

(Lunt et al., 2010) and FAMOUS (Sagoo et al., 2013) do

not support the early Antarctic glaciation hypothesis, how-

ever, due to the strong seasonality and low precipitation

over Antarctica using HadCM3L, there is also no signif-

icant glaciation at atmospheric CO2 concentrations lower

than PIC. Given that Antarctica is glaciated today, this re-

sult seems unlikely and is also anomalous when compared

with previous modelling studies (Huybrechts, 1993; De-

Conto and Pollard, 2003; Langebroek et al., 2009) and the

other GCMs used in the inter-model comparison presented
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Fig. 11. Proxy estimates of atmospheric CO2, reproduced from

Beerling and Royer (2011), with Antarctic glacial thresholds from

GCM-ISM inter-comparison. The dotted lines are the thresholds for

an intermediate ice sheet (25 m Eocene SLE) and the solid lines are

the thresholds for a large ice sheet (40 m Eocene SLE), PD2005 is

the Pollard and DeConto (2005) simulation with astronomical forc-

ing and L2009 is the Langebroek et al. (2009) simulation with as-

tronomical forcing. Note that this plot excludes simulations from

HadCM3L, FAMOUS, GISS_ER and CCSM3_W, which did not

form an intermediate-sized ice sheet (see text).

here. At 4× PIC small ice caps (< 25 m Eocene SLE) have

formed in the experiments using the climate output from

CCSM3 and GENESIS. At 2× PIC, an intermediate ice sheet

(> 25 m Eocene SLE) has formed in the experiments using

CCSM3_H, CESM1.0, ECHAM5 and GENESIS. The com-

pilation of atmospheric CO2 proxies of Beerling and Royer

(2011) suggests that atmospheric CO2 was likely between

4× and 2× PIC throughout much of the mid- to late Eocene

(see Fig. 11), although there is significant uncertainty for

much of the early Eocene (Beerling and Royer, 2011). With

the exception of the experiments using HadCM3L and FA-

MOUS, none of the experiments support totally ice-free con-

ditions during the mid- to late Eocene based on current at-

mospheric CO2 reconstructions.

Although our modelling, combined with the proxy records

of atmospheric CO2, suggests that isolated ice caps could

have existed, we urge caution in assuming that this is correct.

This caution is warranted given the significant inter-model

disagreement. It seems plausible that a mountainous conti-

nent located over the pole would support ice caps. However,

there are a number of additional factors which we have not

yet fully addressed.

The opening of ocean gateways, in particular the Drake

Passage, was proposed as a mechanism for the onset of

Antarctic glaciation (Kennett, 1977). The modelling stud-

ies of DeConto and Pollard (2003) and Huber et al. (2004),

coupled with the synchronous decrease in atmospheric CO2
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at the EOT (Pagani et al., 2011), suggest decreasing atmo-

spheric CO2 rather than the opening of ocean gateways as

the primary mechanism for continental Antarctic glaciation.

However, DeConto and Pollard (2003) suggest that the open-

ing of ocean gateways could have lowered the CO2 glacial

threshold. This is because prior to the opening of the Drake

Passage and the development of the Antarctic Circumpolar

Current (ACC) there was greater oceanic meridional heat

transport towards the Southern Hemisphere high latitudes.

All of the early Eocene GCM simulations we have used have

an open but shallow Drake Passage, resulting in partial de-

velopment of the ACC. The CCSM3 and CESM1.0 experi-

ments have a closed Tasman Gateway (Huber and Caballero,

2011; Sewall et al., 2000). It is plausible that if the experi-

ments were repeated with a closed Drake Passage then the

glacial CO2 threshold would be lower, potentially below that

suggested by the proxy records for the Eocene. In an ide-

alized experiment where the oceanic meridional heat trans-

port was increased by 20 % to represent a closed Drake Pas-

sage, DeConto and Pollard (2003) noted a slight lowering of

the glacial CO2 threshold to 2.3× PIC, compared with 2.8×
PIC for an open Drake Passage experiment. The GCM sim-

ulations used here have a partially opened Drake Passage,

so it is possible that the increase in the glacial CO2 thresh-

old would be less than for the DeConto and Pollard (2003)

open/closed experiment, if additional GCM simulations with

a closed Drake Passage were undertaken.

Proxy sea surface temperature records suggest that dur-

ing past warm periods, such as the early Eocene, there

was a reduced meridional temperature gradient. During the

early Eocene, the high latitudes may have been significantly

warmer than present-day (Bijl et al., 2009, 2010; Hollis et al.,

2009; Liu et al., 2009) and the low latitudes only slightly

warmer than present-day (Sexton et al., 2006; Lear et al.,

2008; Keating-Bitonti et al., 2011). Climate models, includ-

ing those used here, have had limited success in reproducing

this reduced meridional temperature gradient (Roberts et al.,

2009; Winguth et al., 2010). For HadCM3L and CCSM3, the

best model–data agreement requires high atmospheric CO2

concentrations, in the range of ∼ 9–18× PIC (Lunt et al.,

2012). These atmospheric CO2 concentrations appear high

when compared with the proxy estimates. However, Huber

and Caballero (2011) suggest that this increased radiative

forcing is not necessarily just due to atmospheric CO2, but

could include feedbacks from other greenhouse gases, cloud

feedbacks or other unknown factors. This increased radia-

tive forcing could be sufficient to prevent snow accumula-

tion, for example our CCSM3_H simulation at 16× PIC is

ice-free. Alternatively, the CO2 sensitivity could be higher

than that suggested by the GCMs, which is particularly low

for CCSM3 and GENESIS (Huber and Caballero, 2011). In-

deed, simulations using ECHAM5 require only moderate at-

mospheric CO2 concentrations (2× PIC) to show reasonable

agreement with the sea surface temperature data, a result

that is at least in part due to the higher CO2 sensitivity of

ECHAM5 (Heinemann et al., 2009). It is interesting there-

fore that our ISM simulations using the climate from this

ECHAM5 simulation produced a large (10.3 × 106 km3) ice

sheet. This is perhaps dependent on the large lapse rate tem-

perature correction required from the relatively low Antarctic

topography used in the ECHAM5 simulation to the ISM to-

pography we use and the lack of elevation correction for pre-

cipitation, which could lead to artificially high precipitation

rates. The FAMOUS simulation included here was part of

a parameter ensemble of simulations. The ensemble member

included here had the best agreement with the proxy data and

showed a reduced meridional temperature gradient, although

high latitude sea surface temperatures were still lower than

suggested by some proxy records (Sagoo et al., 2013).

Our simulations also have relevance to other areas of de-

bate regarding the onset of Antarctic glaciation. There is a

large (∼ 1.5 ‰; Coxall et al., 2005) increase in the benthic

δ18O record at the EOT, caused by deep-sea cooling (Liu

et al., 2009; Lear et al., 2010; Pusz et al., 2011) and/or the

growth of a continental-sized Antarctic ice sheet (Zachos

et al., 2001; Houben et al., 2012). Recent independent esti-

mates suggest that part of this shift was due to ∼ 1.5–5 ◦C of

deep-sea cooling (Liu et al., 2009; Lear et al., 2010). Based

on the modelling work of Langebroek et al. (2010) who sug-

gested that the mean isotopic composition of Antarctic ice

varies for a small ice sheet (−30 ‰), compared with a large

ice sheet (−40 ‰), this would imply that the remainder was

due to the growth of an ice sheet with a volume of ∼ 12–

44 × 106 km3. Based on our simulations, the lower ice vol-

ume estimate could easily be accommodated on Antarctica,

even if the continent was partially glaciated before the event.

Our largest ice volume estimate is 32.5 × 106 km3 using the

GENESIS simulation at 2× PIC and the upper estimate of

Wilson et al. (2012) for the bedrock topography. Therefore if

the EOT δ18O shift was caused by the growth of an ice sheet

of 44 × 106 km3 (i.e. deep-sea cooling was 1.5 ◦C), it would

require ice-free conditions prior to the event and potentially

the additional growth of Northern Hemisphere ice sheets.

4 Conclusions

The inter-model comparison performed in this paper high-

lights that the modelled Antarctic CO2 threshold is highly

model- and model-configuration-dependent. The threshold

for the growth of an intermediate ice sheet (25 m Eocene

SLE) varies between 2× and 3.3× PIC (∼ 560–920 ppmv)

when using the climate output from GENESIS, CCSM3_H,

CESM1.0 and ECHAM5 Eocene simulations, but is not

crossed when using the climate output from HadCM3L.

A large part of this disagreement is due to differences

in the GCM boundary conditions, in particular the topog-

raphy over the Antarctic. Some of the pre-existing Eocene

GCM simulations we have used here have relatively low

topography over the Antarctic. The higher-resolution ISM
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topographies we use are significantly more mountainous, re-

quiring a large lapse rate correction. Because the lapse rate

is a poorly constrained parameter and likely to vary spatially,

the lapse rate correction is a large potential source of error.

In sensitivity tests, changing the lapse rate between −6 and

−8 K km−1 led to glacial threshold varying between 1.2×
and 5.9× PIC (∼ 340–1650 ppmv) for CCSM3_H. Future

work could involve a repeat of the GCM simulations with

identical boundary conditions, which are closer to the ISM

topography. We have not investigated ISM dependance in

this paper and have used one surface mass balance scheme.

It is possible that the CO2 threshold could also vary if a dif-

ferent ISM or surface mass balance scheme were used. The

offline forcing method we have adopted does not take into

account feedbacks on the climate system from the growth of

an ice sheet, which could affect the glacial CO2 threshold.

However, our results with GENESIS are comparable to the

earlier results of DeConto and Pollard (2003) using an asyn-

chronous coupling method.

The simulations using the HadCM3L simulations of Lunt

et al. (2010) have relatively low precipitation and a very high

seasonality, which results in little snow accumulation, even at

low atmospheric CO2 concentrations. This result is anoma-

lous when compared to the results of the other GCM simu-

lations. When using a FAMOUS simulation which had been

tuned to early Eocene proxy data, no ice formed at 2× PIC

(560 ppmv). The ISM simulations using the climate output

from CCSM3, CESM1.0, GENESIS and ECHAM5, suggests

that grounded ice could have existed earlier than the EOT, if

current estimates of atmospheric CO2 are correct. This could

support evidence from sea level records (Miller et al., 2005;

Kominz et al., 2008). If the Antarctic was ice-free in the

Eocene it may suggest that some other mechanism prevented

glaciation. For example, it is possible that stronger net ra-

diative forcing (not necessarily due to atmospheric CO2) re-

sulted in warmer high latitudes than shown in the GCM sim-

ulations used here. Alternatively, the impact of the opening

of ocean gateways and changes in ocean circulation could

be greater than suggested by previous studies (DeConto and

Pollard, 2003; Huber et al., 2004).

Supplementary material related to this article is

available online at http://www.clim-past.net/10/451/2014/

cp-10-451-2014-supplement.pdf.
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